Dear Sir-G. Davidson (22nd March 1973 E & P, p.111) has long felt 'that the development of stereo was more a dream fulfilled of the manufacturer in creating a new market than a real contribution to modern life', but to how many modern developments does the above not apply, and how is 'a real contribution to modern life' to be defined.
Mr. Davidson prefers mono to stereo. Fine. I do not. On the other hand, I know someone who will not listen to music reproduced in any form, feeling that music should be heard only at live performances. Such views area matter of subjective opinion and argument is pointless.
I question what Mr Davidson calls 'basic facts'. One does not hear music at a live performance through afairly limited angle, unless one is listening to a soloist in an anechoic chamber. In practice one hears reflections coming from all directions, in addition to the main source, and it is these reverberations that give a concert hall its 'warmth' or 'life' (admittedly subjective terms again). To me, it is the capture, to some extent, of these reverberations that gives stereo its advantage. The reverberation in the room used for listening to mono reproduction does not produce the same effect as is immediately apparent when switching to the mono mode while playing a stereo recording.
From a musical point of view, it is also not true that music should be heard from a concentrated source. Conductors specifically arrange their orchestral layouts to enhance separation when necessaryfor instance, when playing polyphonic music. The ear is assisted in its musical separation by the physical separation of the sources. Concerted music is as much a matter of playing against as playing with.
Mr. Davidson says 'our two ears were designed for directional sound reception for very different reasons'; why stop at 'directional'? Were our ears designed for listening to music at all?
Good stereo does not split sound up into only two sections (although it can if used badly), but provides a spread of sound evenly distributed between the two speakers producing it (one wonders if Mr. Davidson has ever heard good stereo reproduction). Nor will he have to change his mono equipment for stereo in its entirety, but only the cartridge. Stereo records can be played in the mono mode provided only that the cartridge used has vertical as well as lateral compliance.
I find myself more in agreement with Mr. Davidson's final comments in that we are now probably reaching the stage (if we haven't always been there) when it is morally wrong to cajole 'the mass of people who do not know better' by 'highpressure advertising' into greater and greater consumption of material resources (whether in the form of goods for domestic pleasure or any other 
Individual in research
Dear Sir-With reference to the article by R. E. Young (19th April 1973 £ & P, p.140) , I would have been most interested to read more on how research is organised in Japan.
Has any reader any comment to offer on the subject of documentation of research? We read of the dangers of changes made in isolation, and the need for the 'farmers foot'. This implies (to many readers, at least) that no effort is made to write down design decisions as the design is evolved, because members of the 'closely knit' team are all intimately involved in these decisions. However, has Mr. Young never had to deal with changes in personnel as the project proceeds? I feel that the individual has a most important role to play in research, but he must be prepared to submit to the disciplines of working in a team. These disciplines are irksome to some characters, and this leads to personnel problems not mentioned in the article. I think that it is necessary to see this in perspective. Britain is entering an industrial counterrevolution. The end of the consumer society, while still remote, is coming into distant view. The exhaustion of our natural resources, coupled with a changing attitude to hard, dirty work, makes it virtually impossible for British heavy industry to 'keep up with the Japanese'. Shipbuilding has nearly gone, the aircraft industry is a form of government relief, and when the European market for cars reaches saturation, which cannot be many years away, our motor business will quietly fade away. Steelmaking and many other dirty, polluting industries will inevitably follow.
In the long run, this is not going to be a bad thing. During the next century, Britain can well support 30-40 million people, living simply, but well, in an economy resembling that of Switzerland or Denmark today: first-class agriculture, a booming tourist industry, and specialised manufactures and services of a 'brain-intensive' kind. Sabbatical years and adult education would be commonplace.
In my opinion, the rundown has already begun, but the heavy unemployment that might have been expected in consequence has been avoided, at lower levels, by various means. A builder takes twice as long to put one brick on another as his father did. Industrial workers by various practices fill a fortnight doing work that many foreigners can do in less than a week. Clerical and accounting staffs create artificial work: they send memos to each other until fully occupied and then ask for assistants. Only in a very few cases have the enormous laboursaving potentialities of computers actually been realised.
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But professional men do not lend themselves to such artifices. They drive themselves hard-frequently too hard, as any heart specialist will confirm. Give a computer to an engineer, and he will increase his output; it doesn'toccur to the simpleton that he should insist on sitting back, arms folded, while another engineer is hired to work the machine! So people of his class are becoming surplus to the needs of a society that is 
In the long run, I am quite certain that the demand for first-class brains will assert itself strongly; but how long the present situation will last is beyond my powers to estimate.
For 
Storage heaters
Dear Sir-D. Scott's letter (5th April 1973 £ & P, p. 129) is a timely warning. I chose the storage-heater system after reading the Which report which said that, taking all factors into consideration, there is nothing to choose between oil, gas or electrical storage. Direct electrical heating would be prohibitive in cost, even though, for the storage system, one has to duplicate with radiant heaters for flexibility.
I have had experience of tariff fixing on the maximumdemand system. One article of mine advocated the inclusion of a diversity factor relative to the supply system. Now every glossy advertisement for storage heaters is really a cri-de-coeur for filling up the dark valley in the day-load curve. No capital charge is involved. In my day, tariffs had a technical basis.
What are the constants (or relatives) in this instance? We pay a standing charge of £3 per quarter plus one-third the normal kWh charge. The £3 is commensurate with the charge paid by ordinary consumers, as it should be.
I have proved by long tests that the ratio of one-third for kWh charge is the optimum. Thus, I run my heaters low and when extra heat is required during the sedentary evening hours, I top up with my direct radiators. This topping heat would have required three times the kWh on the storage heaters; so the cost of 3kW h at one-third charge = cost of 1 kWh at full charge.
If any engineer allows this cost relationship to be altered, as suggested in Mr. Scott's letter, he will be condoning a betrayal of customer confidence.
-Yours faithfully, B. T. LLOYD PRICE
